Dr. Merera? – is that really him?
By B.K

After Ja-war joins opposition OFC party – OFC, OLF and ONP agreed to form «Coalition for Democratic Federation» and assumed to be Oromia’s ballistic force of federalism. Yet no one knows whether this new coalition has been able to distance itself in a clear way from the old TPLF and the new federalists forum established by the TPLF itself.

Jawarists are separatist group which supports the separation of Oromia from Ethiopia. Jawarists real motto, manufactured by the Egyptian high commands, is «Ethiopia out of Oromia». This reveals the depth of the illusions Jawarists have held for long time. Jawarists totally abandoned the ideas of truth. The basis of their political tactics are established from bitterness and hatred of Ethiopia. Jawarism is linked to the very nature of anti-Ethiopianism. Jawarists relationship with potential enemies is to damage the efforts and capacities of the Ethiopian people.

Is there anyone who don't understand the inner motives of Jawarists? Can anyone forget the atrocities of Jawarists? Jawarists are responsible for the death of innocent Ethiopians in Shashemene, Burayu, Arsi, Bale, Nazareth, etc. Can anyone forget the extremely cruel act like butchering breasts of girls in Dodolla? Jawarism is kidnapping, looting and robbery too.

By and large, it is inhuman and a serious mistake to collaborate with ethnic federalists. Jawarism is a favourable condition for ethnic federalism. Jawarism is an untrue way. Inner patriotic consciousness wither away the moment a person collaborated with the doctrine of Jawarism.

By the way - we saw Dr. Merera's photo posted in the newspaper. Is that really him? We can not believe our eyes seeing Dr. Merera sitting together with Jawarists. Some of us though that Dr. Merera sat together at one table for noble purpose, i.e. to teach them about democracy. In fact no one will be happy to see the honorable doctor sitting with them because it is futile to demand from them a morality of which they are incapable. Jawarists are very rich but we never think that they have the power to buy Dr. Merera's will. Dr. Merera is not a fortune-hunter. We are sure that Dr. Merera - the good socialist - will not be vulgar Jawarist. Professor Merera - known lecturer of political science - will not betray his own teaching.
We believe that Dr. Merera, the guardian of democracy, almost regarded as one of knowledgable man of politics is unquestionably loyal to Ethiopia. Merera's life bear witness to the whole era of struggle against tyranny. Merera accomplished revolutionary work while he was in high school and university. We trust him that he will continue to fight for the implementation of the new social order: «PEOPLE'S POWER».

Let us recall the most notable political slogans in Ethiopia: (1) LAND TO THE TRILLE. We can not think a sound economy without the peasants: the backbone of the country's economy. (2) LET THE PEOPLE HAVE THE RIGHT TO ELECT THEIR LEADERES and (3) POWER TO THE PEOPLE. From winning the struggle and toppling dictators, people power is a method that works. The Ethiopian people continue to fight till all the above are materialaized.

Ethiopia shall prevail and nothng on earth can prevent the Ethiopian people from establishing «People's Government».

Long live Ethiopia
The people shall win.